ABOUT US
Kommunalkredit is a specialized bank for infrastructure and selective alternative asset financing. Bridging the gap: the bank intermediates between its captive asset access ability and liquidity flow from its large investor basis. Backed by two international and long-term oriented private equity investors, Kommunalkredit is expanding its international business. Aiming to become a leading, dedicated real asset bank in Europe it has strong growth plans in the infrastructure & energy business. With its strategy in place, it achieves strong client impact by providing incremental value through its ability to fund mezzanine and development capital in addition to all forms of senior debt.

The experienced senior management team in combination with its strongly committed private equity owners and more than 300 dedicated employees form the basis for Austria’s leading infrastructure bank. Kommunalkredit stands for a best in class industry expertise with a strong track record in managing risk and growing business.

LOOKING FOR A NEW CHALLENGE?
In this entrepreneurial growth environment, Kommunalkredit is looking to expand its product, structuring and syndication & placement teams in Vienna and Frankfurt. It offers ample space for creativity, self-initiative and personal development.

Join our team »Banking & Markets Operations«, directly reporting to the executive board, as BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE MANAGER

Key Responsibilities
▪ Support the business divisions Banking & Markets in digitalization of business related data.
▪ Act proactively in close cooperation with IT, Accounting, Controlling and Project/Process Management.
▪ Analyze and interpret data and metrics for performance evaluation (new business, loan portfolio, refinancing, cost etc) including set-up of relevant tools.
▪ Prepare and submit management reports for internal and external committees.

Requirements
▪ Bachelor or Master degree in economics or technical studies.
▪ First financial or project experience through internships.
▪ Superior analytical aptitude, creative problem-solving abilities.
▪ Affinity to IT database topics (SQL, Tableau would be an advantage) and strong Excel/VBA skills.
▪ Solutions focused, with drive and determination to succeed in a challenging environment.
▪ Strong communication skills and ability to inspire others.

The position is subject to the collective agreement for employees of banks and bankers. The monthly basic minimum salary is EUR 2,576.12 gross based on the requirements mentioned above. Overpayments are possible depending on your qualification profile.

APPLY
E-Mail: newchallenge@kommunalkredit.at